Case History - Barry Stewart & Sons Ltd
The full solution
Barry Stewart & Sons Ltd is a family run business which continues to grow by providing
central government, local authorities and private organisations with the specialist services
of a professional, experienced and reliable building contractor, property developer and
property leasing company. Over the years, and through many successful projects and
developments, they have earned an exceptional reputation for consistently high standards
of work.
Their main geographical area of work is London and the home counties, and their
main scope of work includes external and internal redecoration and repairs, specialist
coatings, fire and anti graffiti coatings, refurbishment and void refurbishment, and main
contracting. They have been registered with Constructionline since 2001.

Opening doors
When asked about their reasons for becoming accredited by Constructionline, Keith Ginn,
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Director at the company explains, ‘We identified Constructionline as a good opportunity
for growing our business and expanding our tender opportunities, plus the time savings
we have achieved by being accredited are significant. Constructionline gives us access to
many markets by completing one assessment rather than potentially hundreds. With one
assessment we are pre-qualified for many tenders, freeing up technical and administrative
staff who would have otherwise had to spend a large percentage of their time form filling’.
Keith continues, ‘The efficiency of the system has been complimented by effectiveness of
the team behind Constructionline. Every time we’ve had any queries we’ve always received
a quick response by a professional team. I would recommend them without reservation’.
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